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FROM:

Attorneys to Sara Jessimy Kruzan

RE:

Clemency Petition for Sara Jessimy Kruzan

Sara Kruzan is a California inmate serving a sentence of life without possibility of parole plus
four years for a shooting she committed in 1994, when she was just 16 years old. Sara's victim,
George Gilbert Howard, was a 36-year-old pimp who had sexually abused her since she was 11
and trafficked her since she was 13. The offense occurred as Mr. Howard was preparing to
instigate more unwanted sex with Sara in the "honeymoon suite" at the Dynasty Suites motel in
Riverside, California.
Sara, now 32 years old, has spent half of her life in prison. She has had no convictions other
than the present one for which she seeks relief. She has resided in the Honor Dorm at the Central
California Women's Facility in Chowchilla, California. Now an educated, accomplished
woman, Sara is a model of what can happen if a victim of intimate partner battering is taken
from horrific circumstances and given a chance to mature free from intimate partner abuse.
You can watch a short video of Sara, recorded in 2007, speaking about the crime and her life at
http://www.youtube. om/watcb?v=W2Aa4uMim8c&feature=cplayer embedded. A DVD that
includes this video is attached to Sara's clemency application as Exhibit 2.
The sections and exhibits that follow provide a comprehensive and detailed summary of the
incessant intimate partner abuse Sara endured at the hands of her victim and others, the
circumstances of the offense, Sara's trial and sentencing, the evidence that Sara was suffering
from the effects of intimate partner battering at the time of the crime, and a picture of the person
Sara is today. Collectively, this information and evidence documents the unique circumstances
and considerations of Sara's case that warrant and call for commuting Sara's sentence to time
served.
A.

Sara Was Physically, Emotionally, and Sexually Abused Since Birth, Making Her
an Ideal Target for Intimate Partner Abuse.

Sara was born on January 8, 1978, to Nicole Kruzan, an emotionally disturbed woman on public
welfare. (See Ex. 5, at ,r,r 3, 6.) Sara's mother had three other children. Each of the four
children had a different father, none of whom was married to Sara's mother. (Ex. 5, at ,r 11; see
also Ex. 6, at 3, 13.) Sara did not know her father, an ex-convict and a heroin addict. (Ex. 5, ,r 7;
Ex. 6, at 3, 13.)
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Sara's mother physically and emotionally abused Sara throughout her childhood. One of Sara's
earliest memories, from when she was about four years old, is of her mother hitting her in the
face so hard that blood spattered from her nose and onto the dresser nearby. (Ex. 5, at~ 8; Ex. 6,
at 12-13.) Sara's mother also left her with boyfriends who sexually molested Sara. When Sara
was ten, a worker at her school discovered bruises on Sara's body caused by her mother striking
her and reported the abuse to Child Protective Services, which conducted an investigation and
substantiated the allegations. (See Ex. 6, at 26 (discussing referral to Child Protective Services
on Jan. 3, 1989)). At age 15, Sara was placed in child protective custody because of "the
mother's incapacity to parent the minor and the mother's failure to protect the minor due to [the
mother's] own emotional difficulties." (Id. at 22.) At that time, a social worker determined that
the physical abuse was such that "the minor is at risk if she returns to her mother's care." (Id. at
17.)
The physical, emotional, and sexual abuse Sara experienced as a young child made her an ideal
target for George Gilbert Howard ("Mr. Howard" or "G.G."), a prominent pimp who, in his 30s,
had a well-developed "program" for manipulating abused, abandoned girls, offering them
protection in exchange for his sexual gratification and the profits they could produce as
prostitutes.
B.

Mr. Howard First Sexually Assaulted Sara When She Was 11 and Began Grooming
Her for Prostitution.

When Sara was 11, Mr. Howard spotted her walking home from school. He pulled up next to
her in a red Mustang, asked where she was going, and offered to buy her ice cream. Mr. Howard
was 31 years old at the time. He took I I-year-old Sara to get ice cream, to the park and then to
his house in Moreno Valley, where he left her in a room filled with erotic art and sculpture while
he changed clothes. (Ex. 5, at~~ 23-24.)
When Mr. Howard returned, he ordered Sara to stand in front of him while he undressed her. As
he sexually molested Sara, Mr. Howard told her, "Using you will be fantastic. We will make lots
of money." (Ex. 5, at~ 25.) He then instructed her to get dressed. On this first encounter with
31-year-old Mr. Howard, Sara became the victim ofhis first felony sexual assault ofher, 1
followed by further sexual assaults by him and, in time, exploitation of her for profit.
Capitalizing on Sara's youth, vulnerability, and poverty, Mr. Howard lost no opportunity to
manipulate Sara and ingratiate himself to her, treating her and her friends to roller-skating, the
movies, money and trips to the mall. He impressed Sara with his fancy cars and other
ostentatious displays. (See Ex. 5, at~~ 27, 30.) After several months of group outings, Mr.
Howard began to spend more and more time alone with Sara, while gradually asserting greater
control over her. He kept close track of Sara, driving by her house to talk to her or having his
limousine driver find her and pressure her to contact him. (Ex. 5, at~~ 28-29.)
1

See Pen. Code section 288: Lewd or Lascivious Acts on a Minor.
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Sara observed and was impressed that Mr. Howard's wealth and self-assurance "commanded
respect" from others. Unfamiliar with riches or confidence, Sara came to believe that Mr.
Howard would save her from the abuse and neglect she experienced at the hands of her mother
and the other adults in her life. (Ex. 5, at ,i 30.)
Overwhelmed by the attention, prestige and relative wealth she experienced in the company of a
man old enough to be her father, 11-year-old Sara was incapable of appreciating where her
relationship with Mr. Howard was leading. Her deeply troubled mother, who had enabled men
to abuse Sara for years, not only failed to intervene between Sara and Mr. Howard but continued
to provide opportunities for further abuse by others.
C.

Sara Was Gang-Raped by Three Men at Age 13.

In July 1991, shortly after Sara turned 13, she was brutally raped by three gang members from
her neighborhood. (Ex. 5, at ,i 32; Ex. 6, at 47 (noting that Sara was gang raped and indicating
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder); Ex. 6, at 30 (indicating that Child Protective Services received a
report on July 31, 1991 that Sara was raped by three gang members); Ex. 6, at 50-63 (police
report).) Sara wanted to press charges, but her mother feared gang retaliation and told her that
they would move away from the neighborhood instead. Her mother never moved them away.
Moreover, Sara's mother attempted to rationalize her own inaction, blaming Sara for the rape,
saying that Sara had probably asked for it and calling her a "whore" and a "cunt." Traumatized
and filled with shame, Sara tried to kill herself. (Ex. 5, at ,i,i 33-34.) From 1989 to 1993, Sara
was hospitalized twice at Charter Hospital and three times at Knollwood Hospital for attempted
suicides. (Ex. 5, at ,i 34; Ex. 6, at 64.)

D.

Shortly After the Violent Gang Rape, 33-Y ear-Old Mr. Howard Raped 13-Year-Old
Sara and Accelerated the Pace of Her Indoctrination into Prostitution.

From early in their relationship, Mr. Howard sought to convince Sara that marriage and
male/female relationships were just legalized forms of prostitution. He told her that a man "will
wine you and dine you," but all he really wants is sex. (Ex. 5, at ,i 28.) These ideas matched
Sara's own experiences as a repeated victim of sexual exploitation, including at the hands of Mr.
Howard himself. Having endured repeated sexual abuse and, most recently, a brutal gang rape,
Sara had little, if any, experience upon which to challenge these notions and Mr. Howard moved
from inculcating Sara with his philosophies about sex and relationships to increasingly
indoctrinating her into the prostitution "lifestyle." (Id.)
When Sara was 13, 33-year-old Mr. Howard took Sara to a motel room and, telling her that he
was "gonna teach her some things," had sex with her for the first time. (Ex. 5, at ,i 37.) Mr.
Howard was a very strong, muscular man, approximately 6'4" tall and more than twice Sara's
age. The sex was extremely painful for Sara. Nevertheless, she did not resist Mr. .H oward's
rape. (Id.) As she came increasingly under his domination and control, Mr. Howard lavished
even more time and money on Sara, treating her to meals and clothes and complimenting her on
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her beauty. She endured still another rape by him, though it was, again, extremely painful. (Id.
38.)

~

Mr. Howard explained his "business" to Sara, stating that women paid him to be "protected" and
that he in tum provided them with shelter, clothes and food. He told her that this was what good
women did and that she would have the "opportunity" to experience it. (Ex. 5, at 140.)

E.

Mr. Howard Began Trafficking Sara When She Was 13.

Mr. Howard paired 13-year-old Sara with one of the adult prostitutes who worked for him, had
her wear "prostitute's clothes," and put her out on the street in Hollywood and Orange County to
traffic her. Sara spent half her first night on the street shadowing another woman, and the other
half working alone, providing sexual services to approximately 10 or 11 men. (Ex. 5, at~ 41.)
Each instance of sexual intercourse was, by law, statutory rape by the "johns," who could hardly
have mistaken 13-year-old Sara as old enough to consent. These rapes were aided and abetted
by Mr. Howard, who facilitated and profited from them.2
Sara prostituted for Mr. Howard on and off until just before she turned 16, "working" at times
from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. To get through the ordeal of having to prostitute herself, Sara detached
emotionally, going through the motions without thinking or feeling, as she had done previously
with Mr. Howard and other men who had exploited her. Beyond sexual and emotional
exploitation of Sara, Mr. Howard exposed her to numerous dangerous and violent or potentially
violent situations, including a john locking Sara in a car, brandishing a Taser gun and attempting
to rape her. (Ex. 5, at~~ 43-46.)
Mr. Howard strictly enforced a series of "rules" on the women and girls he trafficked to control
their behavior. For example, he prohibited his prostitutes from kissing any "johns" on the
mouth, straying from where the other women were working, and asking questions. He required
the women to do their "job" as quickly as possible, because time was money. He required the
women to call him "Daddy." Mr. Howard inflicted violent punishment on those who disobeyed
his "rules." For example, Sara witnessed him make one of the girls get into a swimming pool,
naked, where he beat her with a rope. When Sara disobeyed him (e.g., failing to call him as
instructed), he became extremely angry and punished her by requiring that she prostitute herself
more to "make up for it." On one occasion, Sara expressed concern that she might be pregnant
as a result of having sex with a john. Mr. Howard yelled at her, called her names and left her and
all her belongings at a liquor store in Los Angeles. Sara became very fearful of "setting him
off." She believed that as long as she did what he wanted, she would be safe and protected. If
she defied him, she expected to "pay" for it. (Ex. 5, at ~144-47.)
During the time she worked for Mr. Howard, Sara lacked a stable living arrangement and spent
very little time in school. She attempted to live with her mother but ran away frequently to
2

Mr. Howard's actions were in violation of Penal Code sections 266, subdivision (h) and 266 subdivision (i).
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escape the abuse she experienced at home. In approximately April 1993, Sara was placed in
foster care and lived in 5 or 6 foster homes over approximately the next 5 months. During that
time, she continued to run away and work for Mr. Howard. (Ex. 5, at 151; see also Ex. 6, at 68.)
Contemporaneous records indicate: "The minor has admitted to running to Los Angeles where
she works as a prostitute." (Ex. 6, at 71.)
In November 1993, Sara met a 15-year-old boy named Johnny Otis at a party. When Sara
needed to move away from her mother's house, Johnny took her to stay at the house of his
friend's uncle, James Earl Hampton. (Ex. 5, at 1152-53; Ex. 7, at 186-187.)
F.

Circumstances of the Offense.

James Earl Hampton (known as "James Earl") was a drug dealer with an extensive criminal
record who had recently been released from prison on parole when Sara met him in 1994. He
was 25 years old and had been convicted of, and served time for, multiple felonies, including
second degree robbery, second degree burglary, possession for sale of rock cocaine, use of rock
cocaine, resisting a peace officer, driving under the influence, and disturbing the peace. He had
also been held to answer for sale or transportation of a controlled substance and possession for
sale of cocaine base. He bragged to Sara about his prison record and numerous murders and
other violent acts that he had committed. 3
James Earl Hampton's criminal record would come to reflect his boasting, as he was later
convicted and imprisoned for breaking into a woman's home and raping her in front of her
children, then slitting her throat, ransacking her home and stabbing her in the chest. 4
The house in Pomona where James Earl lived was a crack house that was open for business 24
hours a day. It was common to have guns in the house because of the drug dealing. (Ex. 5, at 1
55, Ex. 7, at 201.) Sara was afraid of being in the house and afraid of James Earl. (Ex. 5, at 1
56, at 606; Ex. 6, at 83.) In addition to bragging about the people he had killed and the crimes he
had committed, James Earl threatened and intimidated 16-year-old Sara. On one occasion,
James Earl detained her as she was leaving the house to get something to eat and said, "You
really love Johnny, don't you?" He then threatened her, "I bet ifl killed that motherfucker you

3

Among other things, he said he had killed an "older white man" at an A TM machine and shot "some Mexicans" on
the freeway. (Ex. 5, at~ 54.)
4

For this crime, James Earl was found guilty of attempted murder, rape by force/fear, oral copulation by force/fear,
burglary, robbery, making a criminal threat and two counts of false imprisonment. (Ex-Convict Guilty of Raping,
Stabbing Woman, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 9, 1998, at B-4.) He was also convicted of battery on a peace officer relating
to a separate incident, and has committed multiple violent batteries on other prisoners while in prison. He
perpetrated this crime in front of his victim's child. (Abstract of Judgment-Prison Commitment, dated Dec. 22,
I 998.) He is currently serving a minimum sentence of life plus 27 years and eight months at California State Prison,
Los Angeles County.
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couldn't love him." (Ex. 5, at~ 56, at 606-607; Ex. 7, at 201.) James Earl's threat made a strong
impression on Sara, and made her even more fearful. (Ex. 5, at~ 56.)
Johnny and Sara planned to get an apartment together, but they needed money to do so. Because
Mr. Howard had given Sara money in the past, Sara told Johnny that she could ask Mr. Howard
for money. (Ex. 7, at 264.) Johnny apparently shared this information with James Earl, who saw
an opportunity to exploit Sara because of her familiarity with Mr. Howard (Id. at 196.)
On the evening of March 9, 1994, James Earl, Johnny, and another man drove Sara to a pay
phone from which, at James Earl's direction, she paged Mr. Howard (Ex. 7, at 193, 195-196.)
Mr. Howard sent "Big Mama" to pick Sara up. (Id. at 194.) Big Mama brought Sara to a house
in Riverside where Mr. Howard was to pick her up. (Id. at 195.) Sara left the house and went to
a nearby market, where she telephoned James Earl. (Id. at 223-24.) Someone at the market then
drove her to where James Earl and the other men waited. James Earl and the other men drove
Sara back to the house in Riverside. On the ride back, James Earl repeatedly told Sara that she
had to get Mr. Howard to a motel room. (Id. at 21 7-18, 226.)
Mr. Howard came to get Sara at the house in Riverside and took her to a movie. (Ex. 7, at 198.)
James Earl and Johnny paged Sara during the movie. She went to the bathroom to call them,
leaving her purse, with a gun of James Earl's that Johnny had earlier placed in it, on the seat next
to Mr. Howard (Id. at 198, 202-03, 225-26.)
After the movie, Mr. Howard stopped at a liquor store to get some Cognac and 7-Up. (Ex. 7, at
203-04.) Sara began receiving pages from James Earl that said "187," which she knew from
listening to music was the California Penal Code section for murder. (Id. at 198-99, 226-27.)
Mr. Howard took Sara to the "honeymoon suite" of the Dynasty Suites-the same motel room to
which he had taken her for sex on a prior occasion. While Mr. Howard was paying for the motel
room, Sara called James Earl and asked to talk to Johnny. James Earl laughed and told her in a
threatening voice that Johnny was with him and that she did not need to talk to him. James Earl
then told her to shoot and rob Mr. Howard. (Ex. 7, at 200, 234, 240.) James Earl threatened to
kill Sara if she did not do as he said. (Id. at 200-01, 204-05, 209,214, 269-70.)
James Earl's insistence that Sara shoot Mr. Howard and steal his money, his threats to Sara's
life, his multiple pages throughout the night, and his prior threats to Johnny's life and refusal to
let her talk to Johnny, together with the knowledge that Mr. Howard wanted to have sex with her,
made Sara increasingly panicked and fearful. When Mr. Howard closed the motel room door,
she felt trapped and desperate. (Ex. 4, at~ 37.)
In the motel room, Mr. Howard turned the TV on to a pornographic movie. (Ex. 4, at ,i 36.) He
pulled out a box that said "Magic Wand" and contained a large, long sex toy. (Ex. 7, at 204.)
Thirty-six-year old Mr. Howard undressed and began touching 16-year old Sara. (Id. at 204,
237.) Sara dreaded Mr. Howard using the sex toy on her and dreaded having sex with Mr.
Howard. When Mr. Howard turned to plug the vibrator into the wall, Sara shot him. (Id. at
204.)
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Sara was so focused on complying with James Earl's demand that she take Mr. Howard's money
that she left her purse, identification, and shoes behind as she fled from the room. (Ex. 7, at 205,
240.) Although she had little experience driving-she did not have a driver's license-she then
drove Mr. Howard's Jaguar to where James Earl, Johnny, and the other man were waiting. (Id.
at 205.) James Earl asked Sara where the money was, and when she told him it was in the
Jaguar, he got in the Jaguar and left. (Id. at 206.) Later that morning, James Earl told his sister
that he had just shot someone, and James Earl and Johnny stripped down Mr. Howard's car,
burned his identification, and took all his credit cards. (Id. at 260.) James Earl then made up an
alibi for Sara to tell to the police. James Earl took Mr. Howard's money-about $1500-and
split it up, giving Sara $200. Sara gave the money back to Johnny, who used it to buy drugs
from James Earl. (Id. at 206.)
In the days after the shooting, James Earl continued to exert control over Sara. He held a gun to
her and made her call her mother and tell her the lie he invented about what had happened in the
motel room. (Ex. 7, at 208-09, 213.) He was going to send Sara to Arizona on a Greyhound bus,
but instead took her to Long Beach, where he left her in the locked room of a woman's house
and told the woman not to let Sara out and not to let her use the phone. (Id. at 207, 262.)
Finally, James Earl took Sara back to his mother's house. Shortly thereafter, Sara was arrested.
After initially telling the police the story James Earl had concocted for her, Sara confessed to the
shooting. (Id. at 208-09, 214.)
At the time of the shooting, Sara had no prior criminal history. She was 16 years and two
months old. Neither James Earl Hampton nor Johnny Otis was ever charged or tried in
connection with the offense.
G.

Sara's First Degree Murder Trial.

Sara's case was assigned to defense panel counsel David Gunn. Sara's trial began Wednesday,
May 2, 1995, in the courtroom of Judge J. Thompson Hanks of the Riverside County Superior
Court. Testimony lasted two and one-half days.
The State called 7 witnesses over 2 days, including 3 police officers who identified the evidence
at the scene and played the taped confession of Sara; a forensic pathologist from the county
coroner's office who described the cause of Mr. Howard's death; the hotel employee who found
Mr. Howard's body; and 2 of Mr. Howard's former prostitutes who testified to their contacts
with Sara the day ofthe shooting. (Ex. 7, at 16-139, 163-179.)
The defense called only one witness: Sara. On direct, she testified primarily to the events
leading up to and following the shooting. By the time she was done, the jurors knew little about
her life's circumstances and her relationship with Mr. Howard, and nothing about the impact that
prolonged psychological and physical abuse can have on an adolescent's ability to satisfy the
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mental elements of the serious crime with which Sara was charged. (See id. at 186-269.)5
Unprepared for cross examination, deeply depressed, medicated, and unable to joust with a
skilled prosecuting attorney, Sara agreed with virtually every leading question the prosecutor
asked . (See generally id. at 211-264.)
No expert witnesses were called on Sara's behalf.
Even without the benefit of expert testimony on the effects of intimate partner battering, the jury
struggled with the question of whether Sara should be found guilty of first degree murder:
THE COURT: We are back in the matter of People versus Kruzan,
all members of the jury, with the exception of the alternates, are
present.
Ms. Kruzan's presence was waived by her attorney, it was agreed
she didn't need to be here, and her attorney has another matter he
is attending to and Mr. Valdez has agreed to sit in on his behaJf.
Let me get the paperwork here. The foreman is Mr. Ward, and I
have your question and I will read it for the record.
"The Judge or representative to explain the term deliberate-the
word 'deliberate' is in quotes-as it pertains to first degree murder.
We would like this term clarified."
In the instructions that I gave you, and in particular instruction
8.20, among other things the instruction reads:
The word deliberate means formed or arrived at or determined
upon as a result of careful thought and weighing of considerations
for and against the proposed course of action.
Is there something that is confusing about that, Mr. Ward?
JUROR WARD: There was a discussion amongst the jury as to-Can I confer with the jury?
THE COURT: If you would like.
JUROR WARD: Okay. There was a discussion as to, how should
I describe it, can someone do better than this?
5

At trial, Sara testified that she had only prostituted for Mr. Howard one time when she was 15. She minimized her
work for Mr. Howard because she was worried about how the jurors would perceive her. Independent records,
dating to before the shooting, however verify Sara's current account of her relationship with Mr. Howard. A social
worker 's report from February 1994 states: "The minor has admitted to running to Los Angeles where she works as
a prostitute." (Exhibit 6, at 71 .)
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JUROR ARMSTRONG: The intent of time to deliberately, under
fear or deliberately to do this, or was it afterthought, or was it THE COURT: As I indicated to you when the jury was selected, I
am a judge of the law and the jury is ajudge of the facts; it is the
jury's duty to determine factually what occurred. That's what you
are to do, that's what you are deliberating for, you must determine
factually what occurred.
So, the question you were relating to me was really a factual
determination for the jury to arrive at.
JUROR JANSEN: What we need is a clarification on what you
feel deliberate means.
THE COURT: I read you what the law says deliberate means.
JUROR BAILEY: How about careful thought?
THE COURT: Are you confused about careful thought?
JUROR RUDD : In other words, are we to determine or decide
whether she, in the act of doing this, did careful, gave careful
thought to it?
THE COURT: You mu t decide fac tuall y what happ ned okay.
ow, carefu l thought is part of the definition· and therefore you
mu t determine if that occurred that is what you determ ine
because that is a piece of the fac ts. So you have to determine
factually did that occur, you see, that's your job.
JUROR ABSHIRE: I believe someone had another question,
someone raised a question about the paragraph following that, the
rash portion of it, rash impulses. And there was some discussion
whether this person could understand to decide, whether there was
a rash impulsive action or not, and is that what we are to
determine?
THE COURT: Well, again, the paragrap h you are talking about,
"If you find the killing was preceded and accompanied by a clear,
deliberate intent on the part of the defendant to kil l which was the
result of deliberation and premeditation so that it must have been
formed upon pre-existing reflection and not under a sudden heat of
passion or other condition precluding the idea of deliberation, it is
murder of the first degree."
Once again, you must decide factually whether or not that
circumstance exists. I cannot tell you that. You are the judges of
the facts , that's what you have to decide. I understand it's often a
difficult decision you have to make, but there is nothing, this
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language is not- it does not appear to me that thi language is
confusing, it appear rather straightforward to me the language
here, the law. You simply hav to determine what facts existed
and apply that law.
JUROR WARD: Seem satisfactory to everybody?
THE COURT: Okay. All right. We will send you back out again.

(Ex. 7, at 247-49.)
Left with little alternative, the jury convicted Sara of first degree murder. It also found that Sara
used a firearm and that the alleged special circumstances were true, namely that Sara shot the
victim while lying in wait and while engaged in the commission of a robbery. (Ex. 7, at 250-52.)
After the trial ended, several jurors informed an investigator that they had sought a way to avoid
convicting Sara of first degree murder. (See Ex. 7, Declaration of Robin Levinson, at,, 5-6.)

H.

The California Youth Authority Found Sara to be Amenable to Treatment and
Recommended Referring Her to its Custody for Release When She Turned 25 years
old.

Following the jury's verdict, and in anticipation of sentencing, Sara's defense attorney requested
that Sara be examined by the California Youth Authority ("Youth Authority") under
section 707.2 of the Welfare and Institutions Code for a determination of her suitability for
referral or housing with the Youth Authority. The Youth Authority conducted an examination
and issued a report finding that Sara possessed the capacity to make positive change and that she
was amenable to treatment. In its report to the trial court, the Youth Authority explained that a
"person is amenable to treatment when there is a reasonable possibility that his/her likelihood to
commit criminal behavior can be significantly reduced or eliminated within the confinement time
and jurisdiction time available" for a juvenile offender. (Ex. 10, at 1.) The Youth Authority
further noted that Sara had "no prior arrests and she has never been afforded correctional
treatment" and that "her male cooffender [James Earl Hampton] was considerably older than
Sara and she was strongly vulnerable to exploitation by him." (Ex. 10, at 2.) The Youth
Authority recommended that Sara be referred to it, rather than sentenced to an adult term. (Ex.
10, at 2-3.) As her defense counsel noted at the time, the Youth Authority's recommendation
was unusual-and therefore all the more significant-given the crime for which Sara was
convicted.
The probation officer assigned to Sara's case also submitted a report to the court and counsel
prior to the sentencing. (See generally Ex. 9.) In this report, the probation officer recognized
that Sara had "no prior criminal convictions," that the Youth Authority concluded that "Sara is
amenable to training and treatment" offered by the Youth Authority, and that Mr. Howard's own
mother, who referred to her son as a "known pimp," did "not harbor any resentment against the
defendant." (Ex. 9, at 5.)
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Sara's counsel did not call a single witness nor present any mitigating evidence at Sara's
sentencing. Moreover, the sentencing court was unaware of its discretion under section 190.5
subdivision (b) of the Penal Code, and therefore sentenced Sara to the punishment it mistakenly
believed to be the mandatory sentence: life without the possibility of parole. 6
I.

Two Renowned Experts Have Independently Concluded that Sara Suffered from
the Effects of Intimate Partner Battering at the Time of the Shooting and that
Expert Testimony Would Have Affected the Outcome of the Criminal Proceedings.

In preparation for Sara's recent post-conviction efforts, two of the country's most respected
experts on the subject of intimate partner battering and its effects-Dr. Linda Barnard and
Dr. Nancy Kaser-Boyd-were asked to independently assess whether Sara suffered from the
effects of intimate partner battering at the time of the shooting. The experts agreed: Sara clearly
suffered from the common effects of intimate partner battering at the time she shot Mr. Howard
on March 10, 1994.
1.

Dr. Linda S. Barnard's Qualifications and Opinions.

Dr. Linda Barnard is a widely recognized expert in intimate partner battering and its effects,
domestic violence, rape, trauma, and posttraumatic stress disorder. She has testified in criminal,
civil, and family court matters and in state and federal court. Her expertise has been utilized by
the government and by defendants in 32 counties in California, as well as in Nevada, Idaho, and
Oregon. Dr. Barnard has completed forensic assessments in over 1,000 cases and has testified
nearly 300 times as an expert. A full copy of Dr. Barnard's curriculum vitae is included in
Exhibit 3, as Exhibit A to her declaration. A full copy of Dr. Barnard's report is included in
Exhibit 3, as Exhibit B to her declaration.
Dr. Barnard evaluated Sara in person and reviewed relevant documents and materials. She
concluded that "Sara was suffering from the effects of intimate partner battering in March 1994
and her behaviors and actions were affected-if not controlled by-the years of abuse she
endured." (Ex. 3, Ex. Bat 24). Specifically, Dr. Barnard found that
[F]rom the very early stages of her life and up until March 1994,
Sara suffered physical, verbal, sexual, and psychological abuse ....
Sara's abusive relationship with G.G. spanned nearly five years,
beginning before she was even a teenager. Over the course of the
relationship, G.G. exercised multiple aspects of coercive control
over Sara. His power over, and domination of, her and the sexual,
physical, emotional, and psychological abuse she suffered at his
6

As noted below, the California Court of Appeal recently vacated Sara's sentence and remanded for resentencing
because of this error. The matter still requires the Governor's attention and consideration, however, because the
only two available sentences at resentencing for Sara are life without the possibility of parole or 25 years to life.
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hands constituted intimate partner battering. The cascading effects
of Sara's lifetime of abuse, and the five-year relationship with
G.G. that she endured, left her suffering from the effects of
intimate partner battering at the time of G.G. 's shooting.

***
The effects of intimate partner battering-including hypervigilance, dissociation, fear, re-experiencing of trauma, and labile
emotions-were critical in the behavior and mental state of Sara
Kruzan in the months preceding, at the time of, and subsequent to,
the shooting of G.G. Specifically, her history of traumatic
exposure, including the relationship dynamics with G.G., led Sara
to suffer from these effects of intimate partner battering.
Moreover, the intimate partner battering Sara suffered undoubtedly
led to the behaviors she displayed, and the actions she took, in
response to threats from James Earl Hampton. Finally, the
shooting itself was a culmination of the years of abuse and
coercive exploitation she endured at G.G.'s hands.

***
Without the assistance of expert testimony, jurors, judges, and
attorneys cannot understand the effects of intimate partner
battering on its victims. Sara Kruzan's case presents an extremely
severe case of intimate partner battering for which such testimony
would have been critical. The absence of such evidence deprived
the jury of essential information in evaluating Sara's mental state
at the time of the events for which she was convicted and deprived
the judge of information necessary to make a reasonable
determination regarding the exercise of his discretion in sentencing
Sara.
(Id. at 2.)

Given her extensive experience, expertise and the respect Dr. Barnard commands in her field, it
is especially significant that she states that she has
"never seen more concrete proof that expert evidence on intimate
partner battering would likely have affected the outcome of
criminal proceedings. Expert testimony at trial would have
provided jurors with the needed framework to assess Sara's actions
accurately. Expert testimony would have buttressed Sara's own
testimony, placing her beliefs, perceptions, and behaviors in the
proper context."
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(Ex. 3, Ex.Bat 23.) Dr. Barnard further opined:
By failing to have an expert on intimate partner battering and its
effects to explain the many complexities involved in this case, Sara
Kruzan's defense was severely limited. Without this testimony,
the jury was forced to find Sara culpable without the benefit of
information that would have provided a context in which to
evaluate her behavior - as that of a victim of abuse. The
knowledge and information presented by an expert regarding
intimate partner battering and its effects would have provided an
understanding of the perceptions and realities of living with
physical, sexual, psychological, and verbal violence. It would
further have explained the impact of a lifetime of abuse from
multiple persons. Additionally, it would have explained the impact
of the relationship with G.G. on the life of a young girl whom he
sexually exploited, groomed, and abused for five years - a third of
her life in 1994.
(Id. at 24.) According to Dr. Barnard, Sara's "risk of future violence was low and her probability
ofrehabilitation was excellent." (Id. at 23.)

2.

Dr. Nancy Kaser-Boyd's Qualifications and Opinions.

Dr. Nancy Kaser-Boyd is a clinical and forensic psychologist and expert in the effects of intimate
partner battering. Since receiving her license to practice in California, she has seen over 1,000
battered women for evaluation or treatment. Dr. Kaser-Boyd is an Associate Clinical Professor
at UCLA's Geffen School of Medicine and a seasoned lecturer on the effects of intimate partner
battering for organizations such as the American Bar Association, the California Attorneys for
Criminal Justice, and the California Public Defender's Association. She has authored textbook
chapters and articles on the effects of intimate partner battering. Dr. Kaser-Boyd has been
qualified as a court expert in counties throughout California, as well as in Alaska, Guam, Hawaii,
Oregon, and in several federal courts. She has testified or consulted as an expert witness on
behalf of the government as well as of defendants and has served on the Los Angeles County
Dependency Court Psychiatric Panel since 1982 and the Los Angeles County Superior Court
Psychiatric Panel since 1995. A full copy of Dr. Kaser-Boyd's curriculum vitae is provided with
her declaration.
Dr. Kaser-Boyd evaluated Sara over the course of two days, conducted forensic and
psychological interviews lasting six hours, and reviewed relevant medical, social service, and
other materials, including the complete transcript of Sara's trial and sentencing. Based on this
evaluation, Dr. Kaser-Boyd concluded, "Ms. Kruzan clearly suffered from the common effects of
intimate partner battering on the night of the shooting." (Ex. 4, at~ 44.)
Dr. Kaser-Boyd explained:
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Ms. Kruzan had many abusive relationships. Although "intimate
partner" is typically defined as boyfriend or husband, it is used
more broadly in the psychological literature as abuse in a
"significant" relationship. Her early history of abuse by her
mother, molestation at age 5, and gang raped at age 12, created
effects on her personality that led to re-victimization. By the time
she was a young teenager, Ms. Kruzan had already experienced
recurring abuse in her relationships. Her seduction and
manipulation by G.G. at age 11, and his sexual exploitation
beginning at age 13 , constitutes an intimate partner relationship
giving rise to intimate partner battering and its effects.

***
While still a young teenager, Ms. Kruzan showed many of the
psychological effects of neglect and abuse. She had much conflict
about her racial identity and her sense of worth, she had unstable
emotions and frequent feelings of despair, she self-mutilated, and
she was a target for re-victimization up to and including the time of
the shooting of G.G.

***
Ms. Kruzan's relationship with G.G. was the most abusive
relationship she had experienced because it began when she was 11
years old and was based on exploiting her for sex, without any
pretense of the genuine love she desperately needed. In the time
period from age 11 to G.G.'s death when [she] was 16, she became
deeply embroiled in the relationship and altered by G.G. 's abuse.
(Ex. 4, at ,i,i 45 , 46, 48.)
In discussing the ramifications of Sara' s inability to effectively convey her story at the time of
her trial proceedings-or to even understand her own behavior in light of the effects of intimate
partner battering (Ex. 4, at ,i 51 ), Dr. Kaser-Boyd concluded:
When the abuse and victimization begins at a young age or there is
more than one source of victimization and abuse, the effects tend
to be more severe. Both of these situations existed for Ms. Kruzan.
However, the victimization by G.G. was alone sufficient to cause
serious effects on psychological functioning. With G.G., Ms.
Kruzan felt overpowered, fearful , worthless and entrapped. He
shaped her to be a tool for others and, when she met James Earl
Hampton, she was easy to manipulate and intimidate.
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In the motel room and facing more unwanted, painful sex with
G.G., it is likely that her fear of G.G., her explosive anger at G.G.,
and her fear of James Earl placed her in a mental state of panic.
(Ex. 4, at ,i,i 47, 50.) In Sara's case, she was
unable to convey her true emotions about her victimization by
G.G. and about the shooting, due to the combined effects of
emotional numbing (common in victimization) and being
medicated with an antidepressant. As a witness, she was unable to
tell (or even understand) her psychological self. For example, she
greatly minimized the amount of time she had worked for G.G. as
a prostitute, and did not discuss some of her horrible and
frightening experiences on the street. She said she "didn't want to
seem like a bad person." It is common for victimized people to use
denial, and a competent expert would have been able to explain
this to the jury.

***
There was a great deal for an expert on intimate partner battering
and its effects to say about Ms. Kruzan's experience of violence
and abuse at the hands of many, about how these experiences led
to multiple effects of victimization, about the nature of the
relationship between Ms. Kruzan and G.G., and about the impact
of G.G.'s abuse on Ms. Kruzan's mental state when she shot him.
(Ex. 4, at ,i,i 51, 54.)
According to Dr. Kaser-Boyd, "most young people suffering from intimate partner battering and
its effects, like Ms. Kruzan, respond to therapy, and they can become healthy adults with
therapeutic intervention." (Ex. 4, at ,i 52.) She further opined that had she been able to testify
during Sara's trial, "the judge would have likely seen Ms. Kruzan as a young woman who could
be rehabilitated in prison." (Id.)
J.

At 32, Sara Is a Model of the Kind of Person an Intimate Partner Battering Victim
Can Become Once Removed from Abuse.

Experience confirms what expert and other testimony would have revealed during Sara's
sentencing if testimony about intimate partner battering and its effects had been heard. Sara was
not only capable ofrehabilitation, she is a model of what can happen if an abused child is taken
from horrific circumstances and given a chance to mature.
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For a time, as a child, Sara saw and seized positive opportunities outside her dysfunctional and
abusive home. She loved school and excelled at academic and extracurricular pursuits. In fourth
grade, she and a friend won first prize in a writing competition for their book about the evils of
drugs. In fifth grade, Sara was on the principal's honor roll. She ran for student body president
and won. She also won ribbons in track and field, participated in the spelling bee and the science
fair, and was on the school newspaper. (Ex. 5, at~ 17; see also Ex. 6, at 49 (noting that Sara had
been an honor student and student body president).) Her resilience during her earliest school
years proved to be an accurate predictor of her capabilities when, years later, she was removed
from the violence and abuse she suffered on the streets.
Sara has lived in the Honor Dorm, an opportunity typically unavailable to women serving life
without parole. As recognized by the Honor Dorm Staff, Sara is quick to identify problems and
bring them to the staffs attention, as well as to offer possible solutions. Her peers, as well as
prison staff, respect her. Her input is positive and she follows through on all assignments given
to her in a positive manner. She demonstrates initiative and the ability to motivate others and to
carry out program needs in an environment that can be difficult. (See Ex. 5, Appendix Cat 15.)
The Honor Dorm Staff has further praised Sara:
We as Staff enjoy the interaction with you regarding Honor Dorm
Self-Help issues as well as your quick wit and the way you interact
with your team members. It has been a pleasure watching your
personal growth and your willingness to go over and above the
expectation. It is obvious to Staff that you hold yourself to a high
standard of excellence, therefore encouraging your peers to do the
same.
(Id.) Last December, Sara was awarded the honor of"Woman of the Year" for the Honor Dorm
and was selected for this honor by a vote of the prison guards. The award reads: "We commend
you for your dedication to the mission of the Honor Dorm. Your encouragement, positive
attitude and friendship to your peers shows that you are a positive link to a successful future.
You stand as an inspiration to all. We thank you." (Ex. 5, at~ 61; Ex. 5, Appendix Cat 6.)

In addition to serving as a leader in the Honor Dorm, Sara has earned leadership positions in a
number of prison groups and has become a mentor to many women in the prison. For example,
she served as the representative for her unit to the Women's Advisory Council, communicating
the collective concerns of her unit to prison staff, and has completed training to facilitate
Nonviolent Conflict Resolution workshops for other women through the Alternatives to Violence
Project. (Ex. 5, at~ 67.)
In November 2007, Sara started the prison's Committee for Youth, which prepares young
women for their release from prison, teaches them what to expect when they face the parole
board, conducts mock parole board hearings, provides GED and etiquette classes, and brings in
guest speakers. Sara served as the committee's chairperson from its inception through
May 2008. (Ex. 5, at~ 67.)
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Sara has also completed numerous vocational training classes during the course of her
incarceration. In November 2002, she earned a Certificate in Office Services and Related
Technology from Sierra Vista Adult School, and she has become proficient in all of the
Microsoft Office programs. (Ex. 5, at ,i 68.)
In her 16 years of incarceration, Sara has held various employment positions, including, but not
limited to, Librarian for her Honor Dorm, Dental Technician, Administrative Assistant, and Flag
Productions Clerk. Until recent budget cuts, she served as a Teacher's Assistant in the education
building, helping with Adult Basic Education classes. Through these jobs, Sara has earned
between 30 to 50 cents an hour, and has worked enough to pay $4,400 of her restitution. (Ex. 5,
at ,i,i 69, 70.)
In addition to her other activities and work, Sara has continued to pursue her own educational
goals. Sara earned her high school diploma in 1995 while at Riverside Juvenile Hall, and began
college. Since June 2008, Sara has been enrolled full-time in college level classes through
Feather River College. (Ex. 5, at ,i 71.) She will receive her college degree on October 1, 2010.
Attached to Sara's declaration as Appendix Bis a chart that reflects the other many programs
and activities in which Sara has been involved while in custody. Also attached to Sara's
declaration as Appendix C is a sampling of the many certificates of accomplishment Sara has
received while incarcerated.
Today, Sara is an articulate, well-adjusted, and talented 32-year-old. She has come to accept her
past and to hope for her future. She remains positive and continues to educate herself, serve her
fellow inmates as their teacher and representative to prison staff, fulfill her work responsibilities,
and bring joy to those around her. Sara has accomplished all of this behind bars, and with the
belief that she would remain there for the rest of her life. Given her track record in prison, it is
apparent that Sara would make a significant positive contribution to society if given the
opportunity to flourish outside the bounds of prison.

K.

Sara Continues to Feel Deep Remorse for the Crime.

The remorse Sara felt even moments after the shooting remains strong to this day. As she states
her in Application for Clemency, Sara daily experiences a deep sense of grief and sadness for
taking Mr. Howard's life. She recognizes that the abuses she endured at Mr. Howard's hands,
and the violence and trauma in her life do not excuse her actions even if courts today understand
that the intimate partner abuse provides important and relevant contextual meaning to the
shooting. Sara has undergone counseling to deal with her grief and remorse and she sees the
value and humanness in those feelings. Sara finds some comfort in the fact that Mr. Howard's
mother never "harbor[ ed] any resentment" against Sara because "she believes other people were
controlling her mind." (Ex. 9, at 5.)

L.

Sara is Fully Equipped to Return to Society, with a College Degree, Marketable
Skills Gained in Prison, Plans for a Transition to Her New Life, and a Stable
Support Network.
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As noted earlier, Sara has used her time in prison to the fullest extent imaginable. Even before
she was sentenced she had gained her GED. Since then, she has completed several vocational
training programs, earned a college degree, 7 and has made lasting and meaningful connections to
a growing list of people-including prison staff, educators, and advocates. Sara has given
considerable thought to how she would transition to a life outside of prison. She learned about
and then took the initiative to contact Sister Terry Dodge at the Crossroads program in
Claremont, California. Crossroads is residential program that assists women in the move from
prison to the outside world. It provides housing, counseling and education, employment
assistance, and personal skills training. Compelled by Sara's case and demonstrated
rehabilitation, Crossroads "has accepted Sara as a future resident and will continue to guarantee
her a place of residence and the necessary assistance she will need upon her parole." (Ex. 11.)
Additionally, Sara enjoys the strong support of close family and friends who will provide a stable
and loving environment if she leaves prison.
M.

Post-Conviction Efforts in the Courts.

Sara's conviction was affirmed by the Fourth District Court of Appeal, Division Two, in an
unpublished opinion on December 13, 1996. The Court of Appeal denied Sara's petition for
rehearing on December 30, 1996. People v. Sara Jessimy Kruzan (E0l 7118). The Supreme
Court of California denied Sara's petition for review on March 26, 1997. People v. Sara Jessimy
Kruzan (S058564).
On May 16, 2005, Sara filed a prose petition for writ of habeas corpus. On June 13, 2005, the
Fourth District Court of Appeal, Division Two, summarily denied the petition. In re Sara
Jessimy Kruzan on Habeas Corpus (EO38155). On August 2, 2005, Sara filed a second prose
petition for writ of habeas corpus. On July 12, 2006, the Supreme Court of California summarily
denied the petition. In re Sara Jessimy Kruzan on Habeas Corpus (S13714). Neither petition
included the arguments that the lack of expert testimony on intimate partner battering and its
effects prejudiced her trial nor that the trial court's legal error at sentencing prejudiced her
sentence.
On February 4, 2010, represented by counsel, Sara sought habeas relief from the Superior Court
of Riverside County pursuant to Penal Code sections 1473.5 and 190.5(b). Just three court days
later, on February 10, 2010, the court summarily denied Sara's petition. In the Matter of the
Petition ofSara J Kruzan for Writ of Habeas Corpus (RIC 10001919).
On April 7, 2010, Sara sought habeas relief from the California Court of Appeal, Fourth
Appellate District, Division Two, pursuant to Penal Code sections 1473.5 and l 90.5(b). On
May, 5, 2010, the Court of Appeal issued an order requesting the Attorney General to file an
informal letter response to the petition, addressing the issue of whether the trial court failed to
understand its sentencing discretion under Penal Code 190.5. On May 24, 2010, the Attorney
General filed an informal response, concluding that the sentencing court lacked awareness that it
7

The formal graduate ceremony for the associate's degree is scheduled for October I, 20 I 0.
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had discretion to impose a sentence other than life without the possibility of parole, and that
Sara's sentence must therefore be vacated and Sara's case remanded for resentencing. On June
14, 2010, Sara filed an informal reply in support of the petition, indicating that the parties were
in agreement that the trial court did not exercise the required sentencing discretion under Penal
Code section 190.5, and setting forth her position with respect to her section 1473.5 claim,
explaining that her "basis for seeking relief under section 1473.5 was not grounded on testimony
that was presented at trial, but on the importance of potentially determinative expert testimony
on intimate partner battering that was not presented." On July 21, 2010, the Court of Appeal
granted the petition for writ of habeas corpus in part and denied it in part. The Court of Appeal
directed the Superior Court to vacate Sara's sentence and conduct a new sentencing hearing in
which it exercises its discretion under Penal Code section 190.5. The Court of Appeal further
ordered, "In all other respects, the petition for writ of habeas corpus is denied." In re Sara J
Kruzan on Habeas Corpus (EO50553).
On July 27, 2010, the Superior Court for the County of Riverside set a resentencing hearing for
August 10, 2010, which was subsequently continued until September 14, 2010. On September
14, 2010, the resentencing hearing was again continued to a date to be determined and set for
status conference on December 27, 2010. Any relief at the resentencing is limited to a reduction
in Sara's sentence to 25-years to life. People of the State of California v. Sara J. Kruzan
(CR56498).
On August 19, 2010, Sara sought habeas corpus relief pursuant to Penal Code section 1473 from
the California Supreme Court. The matter is pending. (In re Sara J. Kruzan on Habeas Corpus,
SJ 85556.)
Please let us know ifthere are any questions you have about Sara's case and her application for
clemency or ifthere are additional documents, records, or information we might be able to
provide that might assist you in considering Sara's application. We would welcome an
opportunity to meet with you to discuss Sara's case in person.
Thank you for your consideration.
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